2020 CROSS COUNTRY SPRING/FALL B/C SERIES RULES

SPRING / FALL SERIES

- The District 36 B/C series is two separate series each year, the Spring Series and the Fall Series. Each series is separate with Championship B & C points and year-end awards for each series.

CLASS ADVANCEMENT

- If a rider earns enough advancement points during either series they may elect to finish the current series before advancing or, with Steward notification move up a class.

- All new racers will start in the C class. Riders coming to D36 from other AMA recognized racing organizations will be classified in their correlating classifications, once verified by the applicable discipline Steward(s).

- Any rider found riding out of class will forfeit any and all points and be returned to proper class.

- The Steward may move a rider at his/her discretion to put them in the proper classification.

- All advancement decisions will be adhered to.

WORK POINTS

- Riders can earn work points towards the District 36 Class Championship by working one meet in each of the separate Spring and/or Fall Series per rule 7.6.3.

YEAR END AWARDS

- To qualify for year-end awards a rider must compete in a minimum of 51% of the meets in the series. For example, a rider must complete 51% of the meets in the Spring Series to qualify for year-end awards in that series and also must complete 51% of the meets in the Fall Series to qualify for year-end awards for that series, but does not have to qualify in both series to win awards for one of the series. Earning work points at one meet qualifies as a “finish.”

For further information or questions please contact Lance Doyle at: d36ccsteward@gmail.com